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The 12th Annual Meeting of the Japan Society for Laser Reproduction was held on March 26, 2017 at Toshi Center Hotel in Tokyo.

In line with the previous annual meeting, the venue was divided into three sections: one main conference room where participants attended lectures to study and two sub-rooms for training where participants observed practical demonstrations and had the hands-on opportunity to use devices.

The lectures covered a wide range of topics, including the lectures by the president and the president emeritus, the current status of preimplantation genetic screening (PGS) in the world, prenatal diagnosis, two speeches by invited overseas speakers, actual practice of the outpatient department of sexual function (addressing male patients with delicate needs including male infertility), endoscopic surgery for infertility (things to do before assisted reproductive technology [ART]), passionate management, trends in infections, Piezo-ICSI, acupuncture for infertility, nutrition therapy in fertility treatment, and the role of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) as an integrative treatment option for infertility.

Furthermore, as “my specialty” series, the experienced specialists of acupuncture for infertility, laser treatment, embryo transfer (ET), biopsy, and Piezo-ICSI demonstrated their own technique, and also the theory and practice on next generation sequencing (NGS), a technology essential for future studies, were explained.